Rules for the sale of an active suspension of cosmetic "Tinowa"

The company "A Tinowa s.r.o." (Czech Republic) is the international official representative of the manufacturer of the suspension of the company "Tinowa Group s.r.o." (Czech Republic).

Certification of suspension

«Tinowa» cosmetic suspension testing was conducted in the chemical and microbiological laboratory Bureau Veritas accredited by CAI, registration number: 1082, test report 767/12 dated March 27, 2012, report No. 1603121 of 25.05.2012. "Cosmetic suspension" TINOWA "is safe for human health when used in accordance with the instructions." Registration number in the KOPR system is TI236ATR.

The general distributor for the sale and supply of "Tinowa" suspension in Europe is "A Tinowa s.r.o."

Form release.

Cosmetic "Tinowa" suspension is made from an active balneological peloid (Certificate No. 14-0491 T / ITC), produced from ancient peat silt from a deposit in northern Germany, and a magnesium salt called "Bishofit".

The connection of these components is carried out on special technological equipment and is activated by special technologies.

Packing of the suspension is made in plastic jars with a lid in volume:

I. Plastic cans per one liter of suspension in one packing box with instructions for use - 4 plastic cans. The average weight of the box is up to ≈ 5.76 kg.

Under the order delivery of suspension in plastic cans:

I. Plastic cans with a suspension of "Tinowa" 3.5 liters, weight ≈ 4.930 kg, packed in a cardboard box for dispatch.

II. Plastic cans with a suspension of "Tinowa" 5.5 liters, weight ≈ 7.790 kg, packed in a cardboard box for dispatch.

III. Plastic cans with a suspension of "Tinowa" 2.5 liters, weight ≈ 3.5 kg, two cans in one box for delivery, total weight ≈ 6,590 kg

IV. Plastic cans with a suspension of "Tinowa" 3.0 liters, weight ≈ 4.2 kg, two cans in one box for delivery, total weight ≈ 8,200 kg

- Labels and bar code are placed on plastic cans, a control label connecting the jar with the lid, all labels in the language of the recipient country.
- Plastic cans with instructions for use are placed in a carton.
The packaging box has a label on the outside with a bar code in the language of the recipient's country.

**International Sales Representative**

**company "A Tinowa s.r.o." (Czech Republic)**

executes orders and sends a suspension of cosmetic "Tinowa" to wholesalers and individual buyers.

**Terms of payment.**

**Individual customers.**

1. Sending to individual customers is based on the order and its payment. The customer sends an application to the company "A Tinowa s.r.o." eshop@bioactivwater.com or doctor@tinowa.com with an indication of the amount of purchase of shipping boxes for packaging:
   - Cardboard box with plastic jars - 1 liter, one box contains 4 cans of suspension (indicate the number of boxes);
   - Plastic cans such as buckets of 3.5 liters or 5.5 liters each one in cardboard boxes (indicate the number of boxes),
   - Plastic jars with a screw cap of 2.5 liters or 3.0 liters in cardboard boxes with two cans in a cardboard box (indicate the number of boxes).

2. The minimum order is one expedition box.

3. Based on the received order, the company "A Tinowa s.r.o." sends an invoice by e-mail to the customer for payment, which includes the cost of suspension, insurance and postage costs. The cost of postage costs can be found on the website www.bioactivwater.com in the "delivery cost" section.

4. After receiving the payment, the company "A Tinowa s.r.o." within 48 hours via Czech mail sends the ordered expedition boxes to the buyer's address and notifies by e-mail of the shipment of the customer

5. Discounts are given to regular customers.

**Private customers contact by phone**

WhatsApp + 420 777 5555 01,
skype: tinowa.group,
eshop@bioactivwater.com or doctor@tinowa.com
Wholesale customers.

1. Sending to wholesale customers is made on the basis of the order and its payment. The customer sends an application to the company "A Tinowa s.r.o."

eshop@bioactivwater.com or doctor@tinowa.com with the quantity of the purchase of the expedition boxes.

Packing of the suspension is made in plastic jars with a lid in volume:

A cardboard box with plastic cans - 1 liter, one box contains 4 cans of suspension (indicate the number of boxes). The average weight of the packing box with packing up to ≈ 5.76 kg.

- Plastic cans such as buckets of 3.5 liters or 5.5 liters in cardboard boxes (indicate the number of boxes), weight ≈ 4.930 kg or ≈ 7.790 kg;
- Plastic cans with a screw cap of 2.5 liters or 3.0 liters in cardboard boxes, weight ≈ 7,200 kg or ≈ 8,800 kg, two cans in a cardboard box (indicate the number of boxes).
- The minimum order for an experienced application is one packing box with a suspension of packaging selected by weight.

1. Minimum order for wholesale buyers from Europe from one pallets or 20 feet container or car. The products are delivered on pallets or without pallets in packing boxes packed in rows.
2. The delivery time for the order of the volume of the suspension for dispatch by a container or a motor vehicle is up to 20 working days.
3. In agreement with the customer, it is possible to supply vehicles or the customer can make a self-delivery from the enterprise of the ordered volume of the suspension by types of packaging.

a. Number of boxes with a suspension of "Tinowa" on pallets.

i. Plastic cans (bucket type) with a suspension of 1.0 liter to 4 cans in one box.
On one pallet 110 boxes - 440 liters.

ii. Plastic cans (bucket type) with a suspension of 1.0 liter to 4 cans in one box.
On one pallet 190 boxes - 760 liters.

iii. Plastic cans (bucket type) with a 3.5 liter suspension in cardboard boxes.
On one pallet 132 boxes - 462 liters.

iv. Plastic cans (bucket type) with a 5.5 liter suspension in cardboard boxes.
On one pallet 96 boxes - 528 liters.

v. Plastic cans with a suspension of 2.5 liters of 2 cans in one box.
On one pallet 140 boxes - 700 liters.

vi. Plastic cans with a suspension of 3.0 liters to 2 cans in one box.
On one pallet, 96 boxes are 576 liters.
20-foot standard container (Dry Cube) 20' DC  
Inside: Length - 5905mm, Width - 2350mm Height - 2381 mm

20-foot tall container (High Cube) 20' HC  
Inside: Length - 5905mm Width - 2350mm Height - 2693mm

It is possible to deliver the suspension in cardboard boxes at the request of the buyer in a container without pallets - placing the boxes in a container in rows.

a. Plastic cans (bucket type) of 1.0 liter with a suspension of 4 cans per box. 16 boxes in width, 9 boxes along the length of the container, 14 boxes in height. In total there are 2,016 boxes in the container or 8,064 liter cans in boxes.

b. Plastic cans of 1.0 liter with a suspension of 4 cans per box. 20 boxes in width, 13 boxes along the length of the container, 14 boxes in height. In total, there are 3,640 boxes in the container or 14,560 liter cans in boxes.

c. Plastic cans with a suspension of 3.5 liters in cardboard boxes. 9 boxes in width, 20 boxes along the length of the container, 12 boxes in height. Total container is 2,160 boxes or 7,560 liters of suspension.

d. Plastic cans with a suspension of 5.5 liters in cardboard boxes. 9 boxes in width, 20 boxes along the length of the container, 9 boxes in height. 1,620 boxes or 8,910 liters of suspension.

e. Plastic cans with a suspension of 2.5 liters of 2 cans in one box. 15 boxes in width, 19 boxes along the length of the container, 9 boxes in height. 2,565 boxes or 12,825 liters of suspension.

f. Plastic cans with a suspension of 3.0 liters to 2 cans in one box. 15 boxes in width, 19 boxes along the length of the container, 9 boxes in height. 2,565 boxes or 15,390 liters of suspension.

5. Based on the received order, the company "A Tinowa s.r.o." sends by e-mail a contract and an invoice to the customer for payment, which includes the cost of suspension, insurance and logistics costs. The cost of logistics costs by rail in a container can be viewed on the website www.bioactivwater.com in the "delivery cost" section.

6. The customer can receive the ordered volume of the suspension by self-delivery.
7. Upon the agreement of the Customer and the company "A Tinowa s.r.o." the ordered consignment can be sent by road. In this case, the customer must specify the type of transport when placing an order. The company "A Tinowa s.r.o." will calculate the lot for transportation by volume and cost and will notify the customer.

8. After receiving the payment, the company "A Tinowa s.r.o." will make and send the ordered consignment by the agreed parties to the buyer's address to the buyer within 20 days and will notify the customer about the sending of the order by e-mail.

9. When ordering, wholesale buyers are given discounts on the terms of the contract, which are discussed by the parties.

**Wholesale customers are welcome to contact us by phone**
WhatsApp + 420 77777 4230,
skype: tinowa.group,
eshop@bioactivwater.com or doctor@tinowa.com

Medical institutions, SPA-salons, sports and rehabilitation centers, manufacturing enterprises, etc., interested in purchasing a suspension of cosmetic "Tinowa", for trial testing can be sent via Czech mail on request from one to five packaging boxes with a suspension of different packaging.

Je nach der vorbeugenden Wirkung auf den menschlichen Körper gibt es keine Analoga der bioaktiven Suspension «Tinowa».

According to the preventive effect on the human body there are no analogs of the bioactive suspension "Tinowa".

**International Sales Representative**
company "A Tinowa s.r.o." (Czech Republic)
executes orders and sends a suspension of cosmetic "Tinowa" to wholesalers and individual buyers.

A Tinowa s.r.o.